Cookies

On drpgroup.com, cookies may be used to record information about your online preferences and allow us to identify you as you travel around our site, which enables us to track what pages you have looked at. Users have the opportunity to set their devices to accept all cookies, to notify them when a cookie is issued, or not to receive cookies at any time. The last of these means that certain personalised features cannot then be provided to that user and accordingly they may not be able to take full advantage of all of a website’s features. Check the “Help” menu of your browser to learn how to change your cookie preferences.

Information supplied by cookies can help us to analyse the profile of our visitors and help us to provide you with a better user experience. They also are used to identify you as you browse our sites.

Please note that during your visits to our websites you may notice some cookies that are not related to drp. When you visit a page with content embedded from, for example, YouTube you may be presented with cookies from this website. drp does not control the dissemination of these cookies. You should check the third party websites for more information about these.

Client Privacy Policy

drp’s privacy policy covers the collection and use of information that may be collected by drp anytime you interact with any of our websites, such as when you visit, when you download, upload or change content or when you contact our support team.

Please take a moment to read the following to learn more about our information practices, including what type of information is gathered, how the information is used and for what purposes, to whom we disclose the information, and how we safeguard your content and member information.

The protection of your content and access information is a priority at drp, and we go to great lengths to protect it.

Why is your activity monitored?

drp takes precautions - including administrative, technical, and physical measures - to safeguard your information against loss, theft, and misuse, as well as unauthorized access, disclosure, alteration, and destruction.

You can help us by also taking precautions to protect your data when using our websites. Guard your username and membership number carefully and make sure you use a secure web browser. Avoid choosing the ‘save access information’ (or similar) option and try and use a computer only used by yourself to access.

Our company commitment to your privacy

drp takes protecting your privacy very seriously. To make sure your information is secure, we communicate these guidelines to drp employees and strictly enforce privacy safeguards within the company.

drp also abides by the Data Protection Act to ensure any information held about you and your company are protected and used in an appropriate and acceptable manner.

Our websites also may have links to the sites of other companies. drp is not responsible for their privacy practices. We encourage you to learn about the privacy policies of those companies.
Privacy questions

If you have questions or concerns about drp’s Client Privacy Policy or data processing, please contact us on anythingspossible@drpgroup.com.

drp may update its privacy policy from time to time. When we change the policy in a material way a notice will be posted on our websites along with the updated privacy policy.
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